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PRESS RELEASE 
 

EDOX MEET & GREET WITH SAUBER F1 TEAM DRIVER 
 
SINGAPORE, 16 SEPTEMBER 2016: As Premium Partner of the prestigious Formula One Sauber F1 
Team, independent Swiss watch-maker Edox held a meet and greet session with Sauber F1 Team 
driver Felipe Nasr on 15 September 2016 at the Pan Pacific Singapore Hotel. Attended by about 30 
persons from the media and trade, guests had a chance to ask Felipe Nasr questions about his 
racing background, the Singapore Grand Prix as well as Edox timepieces. Guests had a chance to 
take part in a photograph and autograph signing session with the driver. In conjunction with the 
Singapore Grand Prix, Edox was proud to unveil its latest collection, Edox Chronorally-S that was 
specially created for the partnership between the two Swiss giants. 
 
 

 
Guests at the Edox meet and greet with Sauber F1 Team driver 

 
 
At the meet and greet session, Felipe Nasr shared about how he started his racing career and how 
he, as a Brazilian, was proud of the recently completed Rio Olympics. Felipe Nasr was born into a 
motorsports family, his father and uncle competed professionally and had an influence on the 
young Felipe Nasr. One day, he tried his hand at karting and that led to the start of his racing career 
at the age of seven years old. While racing is a very exciting sport, Felipe Nasr has a strong 
appreciation for the team work and effort put behind the scenes of the Formula One team. 
Decisions are made in a split second and can be a matter or life and death for the driver.  Team 
work is a key to success  that can help avoid costly mistakes.  
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Felipe Nasr at the question and answer session with Pamela Tan, Senior Brand Manager of Crystal 

Time (exclusive distributor of Edox in Singapore) 
 
 
Felipe Nasr adds that the Singapore Grand Prix is one of the most challenging races around the 
world with many sharp turns. Coupled with the heat and humidity, drivers lose up to two kilograms 
to three kilograms of water in each race. The night race also means that both driver and team need 
to be disciplined to work on European hours as part of the race preparation.  
 

 
Felipe Nasr answers questions from a journalist 
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On the Edox Chronorally Sauber F1 Limited Edition timepiece, Felipe Nasr loves the design of the 
watch as it screams ‘SAUBER’, from the enlarged red buttom with the Sauber F1 Team logo to the 
blue livery found on the dial of the watch. Felipe Nasr sets high expectations for himself, and hopes 
to win the world championship in 5 years. He embodies the same values as Edox - determined, 
pushing oneself to the limit and striving for continuous improvement. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
The guests at the Edox meet and greet session were able to get a sneak peek into the Edox 
Chronorally-S collection. Singapore is the first country in the world to unveil the collection that is set 
to become Edox’s most accessible watch collection. The ‘S’ highlights the partnership with the 
Sauber F1 Team. The iconic mark of the Edox Chronorally-S collection can be found on the screw 
down caseback that has been embossed with the Sauber F1 Team car. The prices of the timepieces 
start from an affordable price of SGD700 to just over SGD1000, and consist of a total of 7 SKUs 
across 3 collections. The Edox Chronorally-S collection will allow the brand to make its mark in the 
world of motorsports timepieces as well as the Swiss Made luxury category.  
 

 
 
 
 
 

Edox Chronorally Sauber F1 Limited Edition 
Timepiece on display 

Felipe Nasr poses with his Edox timepiece 

Kevin Lim, Senior Brand Executive of Crystal 
Time, shares more with a guest about the 

Edox Chronorally-S collection 

Guests viewing the latest collection from Edox 
– The Chronorally-S collection display 
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The Edox meet and greet with the Sauber F1 Team driver, Felipe Nasr, allowed guests to get selfies 
with the driver and be part of the celebratory atmosphere in Singapore that is typically found only 
during the Singapore Grand Prix. Felipe Nasr also signed on the limited edition certificate of the 
Edox Chronorally Sauber F1 Limited Edition timepiece that is now available in the stores. The Edox 
meet and greet with the Sauber F1 Team driver was an intimate affair amidst the hustle and bustle 
of the Formula One Championship. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Kevin Lim, Senior Brand Executive of Crystal 
Time, explains to a guest about the Edox 

Chronorally-S collection 

Pamela Tan, Senior Brand Manager of Crystal 
Time, presents the latest Edox collection  

Edox Chronorally-S collection on display at the 
Edox meet and greet with Sauber F1 Team 

Pamela Tan, Senior Brand Manager, presents to 
guests the latest collection from Edox 

Left to right: Alvin Wong (Crown Magazine), 
Felipe Nasr, Ng Tjeng Jaw (Horologista) 

Left to right: Vaune Phan (Motorcar social 
media influencer), Felipe Nasr 

Left to right: Ong Cheow Eng (Calibre 
Magazine), Felipe Nasr 

Left to right: Wilber Go (World of Watches 
magazine), Felipe Nasr 
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About Edox 
 
Edox embodies over 130 years of innovation and Swiss watchmaking tradition. Edox is one of 
Switzerland’s fastest growing watch manufacturers for luxurious timepieces dedicated to the world 
of motorsports on land and water, but it also offers a stylish range for sophisticated watch 
aficionados. 
 
The Edox story began back in 1884 with the founding of its first atelier in Switzerland. 132 years 
later, Edox’s timepieces are still inspired by tradition and know-how, but also innovative design and 
technical perfection. Aiming for a leading position among the top five Swiss watch brands in the 
segment, Edox's existence has been studded with success and horological inventions. As early as 
the 1960s, Edox launched sports watches, some of which were water resistant to 500 metres and 
incorporated technical materials such as titanium, carbon and ceramics. 
 
Since its beginnings, Edox has had a very clear vision of its growth and development thanks to its 
innovative ideas and ceaseless design research, while simultaneously maintaining the classic 
traditions of watchmaking know-how. Edox has thus become a benchmark brand in timekeeping for 
sports competitions.  
 
For more information, visit : www.edox.ch   
 

OFFICIAL RETAILERS 
 
CORTINA WATCH 
133 New Bridge Road 
#01-08/09 Chinatown Point 
Singapore 059413 
Tel: 6702 0061 
 

EASTERN WATCH 
313@SOMERSET  
313 Orchard Road,#01-23/24, 
Singapore 238895  
Tel: +65 6734 3139 
 

INTERNATIONAL WATCH 
1 Park Road #01-50 People's 
Park Complex 
Singapore 059108 
Tel: 6533 0964 

KOK HENG & CO 
Clifford Centre 
24 Raffles Place #01-47 
Singapore 048261 
Tel: 6532 4485 

NANKING WATCH 
Peninsular Shopping Complex 
3 Coleman Street #01-15/16 
Singapore 179804 
Tel: 6337 3304 

VINCENT WATCH @ JEM 
50 Jurong Gateway Rd  
#01-26 JEM  
Singapore 608549 
Tel: 6734 9158 

 
Edox Singapore on Social Media: 
Facebook : https://www.facebook.com/edoxsingapore  
Instagram : https://www.instagram.com/edox_singapore 
  
 
MEDIA CONTACT 
 
Pamela Tan     Vanessa Wong      
Senior Brand Manager    Marketing Communications Executive 
Crystal Time (S) Pte Ltd         Crystal Time (S) Pte Ltd     
Tel: +65 6747 8888 Fax: +65 6746 7878   Tel: +65 6747 8888 Fax: +65 6746 7878 
Email: pamelatan@crystaltime.com.sg   Email: vanessawong@crystaltime.com.sg  

http://www.edox.ch/
https://www.facebook.com/edoxsingapore
https://www.instagram.com/edox_singapore
https://www.instagram.com/edox_singapore
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